
HOLD THIS END TO YOUR FACE HOLD THIS END TO YOUR FACE

Convergence is the ability to direct both eyes at a near 
object as it approaches. This Convergence card can be 
used to practise this skill. 

The card should be held at the tip of the nose. Look at 
the last shape on the card (furthest from the nose) and try 
to make it single (all the other shapes that you’re not fixing 
on will be double images). 

Move inwards along the card towards your nose trying to 
make each shape single in turn. Continue down the card 
until you are able to make even the closest shape clear 

HOLD THIS END TO YOUR FACE

Optometry Australia provides the Convergence Card for use, understanding that it has no evidence of beneficial effects as a stand-alone 
therapy, but on the understanding that optometrists will use it as one part of an evidence-based binocular vision therapy program.  
Printing on 250GSM uncoated paper is recommended.
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